
 

                      
 
 

Osprey Valley Open presented by Votorantim Cimentos – CBM Aggregates 
 

Volunteer Position Descriptions 
 

OPERATIONS 

Tournament Operations (Setup / Tear Down) 

This group assists Tour & Tournament staff with the erection, maintenance and removal of tournament 
infrastructure (ex. score boards) and roping/staking the golf course. Volunteers are required during advance week 
(week before) and post event. 

Player Services 

Individuals who work in player services are there to enhance the experience of the PGA TOUR Canada players.  
This position works as the main contact between the players and the Tournament Director while assisting the TOUR 
with Player Registration and providing community information to the players. 

Player Transportation 

Player transportation is responsible for transporting players between the golf course, the host hotel/player 
accommodations, and in some cases, the airport.  All volunteers in this position will be required to have a valid 
driver’s license.  The Tournament will supply vehicles for the week. (Valid driver’s license required for this role). 

Practice Facilities 

This group manages and maintains the practice facilities throughout the week, including driving range, practice 
putting green(s) and short game area ensuring there are enough golf balls for players, buckets of water for club 
washing, etc. 

Water Crew / Health & Safety 

This group of volunteers with ensure all tournament coolers/beverage barrels are filled with ice and beverages at all 
times throughout the week, including on-course player water, tournament office coolers and hospitality areas.  This 
crew will also ensure proper inventory levels of PPE in areas designated by the tournament. 

Waste Collection (Ecology) 

The waste collection committee will be responsible for monitoring waste containers on-site, ensuring containers are 
empty and trash bags are disposed of appropriately. Ensures the overall site cleanliness of all tournament areas, both 
on the golf course and off (tournament offices, hospitality areas, washrooms, etc).  

Spotters 

This committee plays a large role in maintaining proper pace of play on-course. Spotters will be given flags to 
indicate where a player’s ball has ended up in case the rough is to long for players to easily locate their ball.  This is 
primarily a stationary position. 



 

Sand & Seed 

Volunteers will assist the maintenance crew with seeding areas of the golf course (tees, landing areas, etc.) at the 
end of each day during tournament week.  This is not a physically demanding position. 

 

SCORING COMMITTEE 

Scoring Central 

The backbone of the scoring committee, volunteers in this position communicate directly with the walking scorer’s 
on-course and input scores directly into Tour’s scoring system.  The scoring system is live on PGATOUR.com for 
all to see. 

Driving Distance 

Driving distance volunteers will be responsible to recording and inputting players drives on designated holes during 
competition rounds.  Volunteers will pace off / laser the yardage and input directly into the scoring device. 

Leaderboard Operators 

As a leaderboard operator, you take information relayed to you from Scoring Central and post the Top 10 players on 
the leaderboard for spectators to see. This job is good for individuals who wish to be involved in scoring but would 
prefer a stationary role. 

Walking Scorers 

Walking Scorers are responsible for entering each competitor’s hole-by-hole score directly into the Tour’s scoring 
device.  Each walking scorer will be provided with a Tour scoring device. This position requires that you be able to 
walk an entire 18 holes as well as a good understanding of golf. 

Standard Bearers 

Standard Bearers are required to walk with their assigned group, posting each competitor’s score (To Par) on a 
standard for spectators to see after every hole. This position requires volunteers to walk a minimum of 18 holes and 
carry a standard.  

 

CADDIES 

Caddies will assist by carrying their players golf bag and assisting with any other course related items the player 
wishes.  Caddies should be able to walk 18 holes over multiple days, carrying roughly 50 pounds and have some 
basic golf knowledge.  Caddies are not mandatory; however, we wish to secure caddies for up to half the field. 

Note: Being able to work consecutive days will better your chances of getting placed as a caddie (ex. Available 
Monday-Friday or Thursday-Sunday or Saturday-Sunday) as we will work to pair caddies that meet the players 
requests. 

 

Example: A player requests a caddie for Thursday-Sunday.  We will place a caddie with that player that is available 
for those days, not use two caddies who are available Thursday-Friday and Saturday-Sunday. 


